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Upcoming Webinars To Grow Your Business

Fund Your
Business With Sponsors
July 26th | 10am-11am
ONLINE

Would you like to do what you love and have someone else foot the bill? Have you
ever thought about corporate sponsors for your business, show, book, charity,
speaking or events?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this webinar is for you! America’s
most successful companies partner with sponsors. Why not you?

REGISTER

Financial
Projections Made Easy
July 27th | 10am-12pm
ONLINE

Financial Projections Made Easy
explains the specific steps to complete
the entire forecasting process to help
determine the financial viability of your
business.

This workshop shows how to determine
and manage the month-by-month cash
flow and provides attendees examples of
financial projections tailored to their own
companies. Attendees are shown how to
calculate the amount of cash they need
to run their companies.

REGISTER

Building Your Business as a
Certified Small Business
August 9th | 10am-11:30am
ONLINE

Thinking about new ways and
opportunities to grow your business and
stand apart from the competition? Let’s
Get Certified workshop is a great place to
learn how to capture exponential revenue
through government, public and private
contracting opportunities through set
aside certification status.

REGISTER

Launch Your E-Commerce and
Start Your Online Business

Marketing Strategy to Generate
2x Leads on LinkedIn

August 17th | 10am-11am

August 24th | 10:30am-11:30am

ONLINE

ONLINE

Do you operate a brick-and-mortar
business? Are you considering adopting
eCommerce?

Whether your business has a couple of
products, a comprehensive catalog of
thousands of SKUs, or anywhere inbetween: the answer to increasing your
sales long-term is likely an effective
eCommerce platform and thought-out
customer acquisition campaign.

Online attendees of this webinar will
learn fundamental concepts about
eCommerce and how to successfully
launch and run your online store.

If you are a B2B, then LinkedIn is your
ultimate time to generate more leads with
video because most people do NOT
know how great the opportunity is on
LinkedIn. A solid marketing strategy on
LinkedIn will get you the quality leads you
want, and even faster with video.

Join this webinar to learn the best video
tactics that have led to high ticket
customers for brands by an executive
producer who has made successful
campaigns for business coaches,
financial planners, and small businesses.

REGISTER

REGISTER

Marketing 101
August 25th | 10am-12pm
ONLINE

Understanding Your
Financial Statements
August 29th | 10am-11:30am

Marketing 101: The Essentials will give
you a BASIC overview of marketing and
marketing practices. This interactive

ONLINE

workshop will help you focus on your
business and your customer base,
resulting in a more comprehensive
understanding of your business and how
to market it.

REGISTER

Your financial statements are important
reference points as you manage your
business and present the business to
external stakeholders (e.g., bankers,
investors).

This workshop will help business owners
become familiar with the three main
financial statements: the Profit & Loss
Statement, the Balance Sheet, and the
Cash Flow Statement. It is recommended
for those who have little or no
understanding of financial accounting,
plus those that want a refresh on the
topic and have questions.

REGISTER

Fund Your
Business with Sponsors
August 30th | 10am-11am
ONLINE

Demystifying
Digital Advertising
August 31st | 10:30am-11:30am
ONLINE

Would you like to do what you love and
have someone else foot the bill? Have
you ever thought about corporate
sponsors for your business, show, book,
charity, speaking or events?

This webinar is entirely focused on
getting you up to speed to break down
the basics, tactics, and what to look out
for in the world of digital advertising.

If you answered yes to any of these
questions, then this webinar is for you!
America’s most successful companies

Digital Advertising Demystified is a
course to help those in attendance
remove any barrier to understanding ads
and how to advertise your business. It

partner with sponsors. Why not you?

also gives attendees the knowledge to
work better with potential 3rd parties and
how to speak their language.

REGISTER
REGISTER

SEE MORE UPCOMING WEBINARS

Funded in part through a Cooperative
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Administration. All opinions, conclusions,
and/or recommendations expressed herein
are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the SBA.
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